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The performance of a quadrupole mass filter ~QMF! generally degrades when using electrodes of
circular cross section in place of mathematical ideal hyperbolic electrodes. The circular cross section
of electrodes produces nonlinear resonances resulting in distortion and peak splitting in mass
spectra. In addition, resonances reduce the actual working cross section, resulting in limited ion
yield. In this article we study nonlinear resonances and intensities of resonance lines passing
through the tip of the stability diagram of the QMF. We have found that balancing of multipole
terms, rather than eliminating individual multipole terms, improves the sensitivity of the QMF
considerably. The theory for assessing intensities of nonlinear resonances is presented in detail
along with rescaling laws to adjust current QMF parameter settings. A general formula is presented
from which the location and intensity of nonlinear can be derived, which then may be used for the
design of special purpose QMFs. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0034-6748~99!01609-3#INTRODUCTION
The quadrupole mass filter ~QMF! most commonly em-
ployed in mass spectrometry was first described by Paul
et al.1 Though hyperbolic electrodes produce a perfect quad-
rupole field, in practice rods of circular cross section are
being used for they are much easier to fabricate and to align
~Fig. 1!. The QMF is operated by applying dc and rf poten-
tials to opposite electrodes in such that a low energy beam of
ions from a source may pass through the length of the device
if they meet certain charge and mass criteria. In a perfect
quadrupole field the potential is then
F~x ,y ,t !5~U2V cos vt !Re$A2z2%, z5x1iy , ~1!
which, of course, can be achieved by using hyperbolic elec-
trodes. In such case the stability of ion motion depends on
only two parameters, i.e., a58eU/(mv2r02) and q
58eU/(mv2r02), respectively, where r05R2r ~see Fig. 1
for geometry definitions, all lengths are scaled to the unit
radius of the casing!. An ~a,q! plane representation of stabil-
ity lines, the so called stability diagram for mass separation,
is shown in Fig. 2.
The potential field in the QMF with circular electrodes
can be written as
F~x ,y ,t !5~U2V cos vt !Re$A2z21A6z61A10z10
1 . . .%, z5x1iy , ~2!
where x and y are Cartesian coordinates, U and V are ampli-
tudes of applied dc and ac voltages, respectively, and v is the
operating frequency. Due to the symmetry of the QMF, the
nonlinear terms contributing to the field are of order z4n12. It
has become common practice to choose the QMF design
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Copyright ©2001. Aparameters such that the field term A6z6 becomes zero, leav-
ing only apparently weak nonlinear contributions of A10z10
and higher order field terms. The design parameters are usu-
ally expressed in terms of the ‘‘magic number’’ h5r/(R
2r) and a value of h151.1451 has been established for the
case of A650.2
In previous studies,2,3 it has been noted that within the
region between electrodes and grounding case the affect of
the grounding case on potential, Eq. ~2!, is negligibly small.
Using a semianalytical approach2 we found that in this re-
gion the potential between the electrodes may be considered
independent of the radius of the grounding case with an un-
certainty of up to 0.05%. Thus we may assume that only two
length parameters r and R exist and all lengths can be res-
caled with respect to R. Specific scaling rules for the multi-
pole expansion coefficients Ai in Eq. ~1! were then formu-
lated. The scaling rules establish an analytic relationship
between A˜ i and r/R ~Fig. 3! from which all coefficients
Ai(R ,r) can be calculated for any r,R, i.e.,
Ai~r ,R !Ri5A˜ i~r/R !. ~3!
The scaling rules, Eq. ~2!, thus provide the QMF operating
parameters with an accuracy of up to 0.05%. Employing Eq.
~3! we calculated the following magic numbers: h1
51.1451 for A650, h250.760 for A1050, and h350.591
for A1450, respectively. It was found in Refs. 4–7 that the
deviations from an ideal quadropole field cause nonlinear
resonances which can broaden the tip region of the stability
diagram significantly and thus may limit the resolution of the
mass spectrometer as well as distort the shape of the output
spectrum. In practice, the magic number h1 which sets A6
50 is used under the assumption that the term A10z10 is
negligibly small such that it does not change the quadrupo-
larity of the field. The contribution of the A10z10 term on the
resonance structure of the device, however, is not well
known or discussed in the literature. We estimated that the
contribution of the A10z10 term to the total potential is on the6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
ll Rights Reserved.
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magic number h1 by 1%, the contribution by the A6z6 term
becomes of the same order of magnitude as the one expected
by the A10z10 term, i.e., 1023. The corresponding shift in
operating voltage is less than 1% and of little practical con-
cern. The sensitivity of the QMF, however, is of real practi-
cal importance. It was already noticed by Denison3 that the
sensitivity, i.e., the available QMF cross section ~ACS! is
very sensitive to even small changes in r/R . Denison has
estimated the ACS beyond which an ion cannot penetrate the
QMF without colliding with an electrode to be only 45% of
the total available cross section in the case of a resolution of
400 and the magic number h51.16 established in Ref. 8.
Also, he estimated that for a magic number of h51.1468,
established in Ref. 3, the ACS could be increased by 42%
compared to a design with h51.16. The reduction in avail-
able cross section is due to nonlinear resonances passing
through the tip of the stability diagram. Taking into account
the influence of resonances may thus be more important than
merely eliminating the A6z6 term. We found that due to the
nonlinear resonances the tip in the stability diagram is broad-
ened by about dbx’1/jmax’0.005 ~jmax’200, the standard
value of the time needed to pass through the QMF taken
FIG. 1. Cross section of a conventional quadrupole mass filter with elec-
trodes of circular cross section.
FIG. 2. Stability diagram and resonance lines: ~2! bx64by51, ~3! bx
63by51, ~4! bx62by51, ~5! bx63/2by51, ~6! bx6by51, ~7! bx
6by/251. Lines ~1! and ~8! correspond to by50 and bx51, respectively,
and form the border lines of the stability diagram. The tip position is qx
50.706, ax50.237.Copyright ©2001. Afrom Ref. 9! and hence the tip of the diagram can no longer
be regarded as a single intercept point any more ~Fig. 4!. In
practical terms, for operating lines corresponding to mass
resolutions of m/dm;1/dbx;2001 , ions will always be
affected by nonlinear resonances.
NONLINEAR RESONANCES AND THEIR
RELATIONSHIP TO MULTIPOLE FIELDS IN QMF
In order to assess the significance of the nonlinear reso-
nance contributions, we analyzed the strongest resonance
lines due to the A6z6 and A10z10 terms which are passing
through the tip of the stability diagram, i.e., the region where
the QMF is being operated in practice.
The Hamiltonian of the system under consideration is






2m 1eF~x ,y ,t !, ~4!
where m and e are the mass and the charge of the ion, re-












where ax and qx are the usual trap parameters multiplied by
A2 , the equation of motion for ions is then
FIG. 3. Multipole coefficients A˜ i vs r/R . The solutions of A˜ i(r/R)50 yield
corresponding magic numbers h i5r/(r2R).
FIG. 4. The cropped tip of the stability diagram is a broad spot due to
cumulation of nonlinear resonances, illustrated by a gray shaded area ~see
text! shown here for lines with bx12by51, bx1by51, bx1by/251, and
bx51, respectively.ll Rights Reserved.
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~6!
y¨1~ay22qy cos 2j!y52 ]h8]y .
The corresponding Hamiltonian function is





22qy cos 2j!y2# ,
h8~x ,y ,j!5
1
2 ~ax22qx cos 2j!
S A6A2 Re$z6%1 A10A2 Re$z10%1 . . . D .
The linear approximation of the equation of motion, Eq. ~6!,
leads to the well known Mathieu equations for ideal hyper-
bolic electrodes. Here we consider the commonly used sta-
bility region ~Fig. 2!, where the ions are stable in linear ap-
proximation. We note that the Hamiltonian h has a period of
p with respect to the dimensionless time j. The canonical
matrix transformation8 X5Bˆ z
S xpxy
py
D 5Bˆ S z1z2z3
z4
D ~8!







The corresponding equations of motion are then
z¨ 11bx
2z150, z25z˙ 1 /bx ,
~10!
z¨ 31by
2z350, z45z˙ 3 /by .
The matrix elements of Bˆ are










i cos 2nj , B12i 51/2(
n
C2n










i ~2n1b i!cos 2nj , i5x ,y .Copyright ©2001. AHere b i ,C2n
i are parameters of the Mathieu functions, which
can be calculating to an arbitrary accuracy by means of the
familiar recurrent equations presented in Ref. 9. Since the
sums in Eq. ~12! converge very rapidly (C64i /C62i ’1022)




worthwhile to note that the periodic transformation Bˆ leaves
the stability properties in the new and old variables un-
changed. The transformed total nonlinear Hamiltonian is
K~z,j!5h˜ 01h8~Bˆ z,j!. ~13!
The new Hamiltonian function under the canonical transfor-
mation, Eq. ~8!, relates to the one in Eq. ~7! through
K~z,j!5h~x ,px ,y ,py ,j!1
]F~z2 ,x ,z4 ,y ,j!
]j
, ~14!













With Eqs. ~8!, ~12!, and ~15! the generating function















where F is a quadratic function based on the linearity of the
transformation Bˆ and does not contribute to h8(Bˆ z,j). Note
that the order of nonlinear terms as well the period p of the
Hamiltonian have been conserved.
We define ^dh/dj& as the intensity of the nonlinear reso-
nance, where ^...& represents the time average. Following the

















The term ]2F/]j2 generates only quadratic corrections to to-
tal Hamiltonian while the perturbation h8(Bˆ z,j) is of order
z6 and higher. Therefore ]2F/]j2 cannot produce new reso-
nance lines inside the first stability region and we may con-
sider the time average of this term to be zero. With Eqs. ~13!,
~17!, and ~18! we can derive the intensity of the nonlinear
resonance
K dhdj L 5K ]h8~Bˆ z,j!]j L . ~19!
The intensity is nonzero only along the resonance lines. If we
take the first order approximation of the system of nonlinear
equations ~6!, we obtain the following solutions for Eq. ~10!:ll Rights Reserved.




2i11 sin gai , i56,10
i56
k 0 0 0 0 0 1  1 22 21 1/2 21/2 2 21
n 4 4 6 2 6 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 4
g 4c 2c 2c 2c 4c 2c12d 2c12d 2c24d 2c22d 4c12d 4c22d 2c14d 2c22d
a6 29.6 10.3 1.3 20.38 21.6 4.8 23.6 20.95 23.76 24.0 23.7 20.95 5.0
i510
k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 21/2 3 3/2
n 8 4 6 6 2 8 10 10 4 6 6 4 4
g 4c 4c 2c 4c 2c 2c 4c 2c 2c 4c12d 4c22d 2c16d 4c16d
a10 281 269 2112 184 210.6 37 4.8 21.8 80 100 95 4.0 23.0
k 22 22 23 4 3 2 1/2 1 1 21/2 21 21 23 22
n 4 6 4 2 2 2  8 2 8 8 2 8 2 2
g 2c24d 2c24d 2c26d 2c18d 2c16d 2c14d 4c12d 2c12d 2c12d 4c22d 2c22d 2c22d 2c26d 2c24d
a10 23 218.5 3.7 20.15 21.2 24.2 232 27.5 17 230 28.3 18 21.15 24.2h15a cos~bxj1c !, h252a sin~bxj1c !,
~20!
h35b cos~byj1d !, h452b sin~byj1d !,
where a,b are initial amplitudes and c,d respective phases.
Equation ~19! can now be solved with Eq. ~20! and reso-
nance lines and corresponding intensities can be obtained.
RESONANCE INTENSITIES
According to Wang et al.6 all resonance lines are ex-
pected to satisfy the general condition
bxn11byn252n , ~21!
where n1 , n2 , and n are integers. In the following we restrict
our consideration to resonance lines passing through the tip
of the stability diagram (n152n), i.e., to lines which affect
the accuracy of the QMF most ~Figs. 2 and 4!. From the
solution of Eq. ~20! we found that nonlinearity of order
Re(z6) produces the following resonance lines ~i.e., those
passing through the tip of the stability diagram!.
bx51, bx12by51, bx1by/251, bx1by51,
~22!
bx22by51, bx2by51, bx2by/251.
The nonlinearity of order Re(z10) yields resonance lines for





The intensities of resonance lines are then
K dhdj L 5 AiA2 a
nkbi2nk
2 i11 sin ga i , i56,10. ~24!
Each line k is characterized by a set of parameters g, nk , and
a i , respectively. The resonance intensity factor a i is a func-
tion of the position along the resonance line. In Table I. a i
are presented for QMF parameters representing the tip of theCopyright ©2001. Astability diagram ~qx50.706, ax50.237! as well as for the
nonlinear resonances of Eqs. ~22! and ~23!. From Table I it
becomes obvious that the strongest lines are not necessarily
subject to the condition un1u1un2u5N ~where N is the order
of nonlinearity, and n51! as reported in the literature.6,7
Instead we found that the strongest lines in descending order
of intensity are actually
bx51, bx1by51, bx1by/251, bx12by51.
~25!
These lines satisfy condition ~21!, however, they do not sat-
isfy the condition un1u1un2u5N reported in Refs. 6 and 7.
This result has further implications on design parameters and
will be discussed in the following section.
THE RESONANCE STRUCTURE AND CORRECTION
TO THE MAGIC NUMBER
The magic number h1 is usually obtained for the condi-
tion A650 and under the assumption that the field contribu-
tion by A10z10 is negligible small.3,8 We found that the neg-
ligibility of A10z10 is valid for all points within the stability
diagram except for the nonlinear resonance lines. Our calcu-
lations have lead us to the conclusion that the elimination of
coefficient A6 produces considerable nonlinear contributions
and, therefore, a field configuration where A6 , A10Þ0, such
that A6z6 and A10z10 are balancing each other so as to de-
crease the loss of ions due to resonances, may result in better
performance. In order to estimate the required corrections to
h1 to satisfy the new balancing condition, we calculated the
corrections to Eq. ~20! ~second harmonics!. The corrections
are proportional to time and to the intensity of the resonance
line, which in turn is proportional to the multipole coefficient
Ai of the potential expansion. We worked within the frame-
work of the conventional perturbation theory where the sec-
ond harmonics is considered smaller than the first one.
With the analytical expression for nonlinear contribu-
tions to the intensity derived so far, we are now in the posill Rights Reserved.
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assumption that the ion entry displacement R0 from the axis
along the center of the device is such that R0,r0 . In linear
approximation we then have a stable ion trajectory which
then passes through the QMF device. But in practice the
influence of the nonlinear resonances leads to an increase of
the second harmonics in the radial displacement of ions caus-
ing loss of ions that otherwise would have stable trajectories.
Therefore in the presence of resonances a critical radius
Rcrit should exist such that for a stable ion trajectory we find
R0,Rcrit,r0 . Let us consider two forms of the electrical
potential in the QMF:
F15A2z21A10z10, F25A2z21A6z6 ~26!
for which the corresponding magic numbers are h1
51.1451 ~satisfying A650! and h250.760 ~satisfying A10
50!. For both potentials we can introduce different values of
critical radii: R1 and R2 , respectively, see Fig. 5 ~Fig. 5 is
for illustration only, in reality Rcrit is a function of the polar
angle which, in general, will not produce a circular shaped
ACS!. We found that the maximum ion yield ~i.e., minimum
ion loss due to resonances! can be achieved by appropriate
balancing of the A6z6 and A10z10 terms. Assuming that initial
ion velocities are zero and the ion density is constant over
the cross section of the device,9 we can introduce the nor-
malized ion loss Pn as an integral over the ‘‘dashed ring’’





dx0 dy0 , ~27!
where N5pr0
2
, and x0 and y0 are the initial ion displace-
ments. Since at the tip of the stability diagram we have by0, an increase of ion amplitude due to resonances will
occur only in the x direction. In this case, from Eq. ~26! we
can derive the following expression:
FIG. 5. Available cross section ~see text!. Ions within the white inner cir-
cular area are stable, if they are stable within linear approximation. Ions in
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where a6 , a10 , and nk correspond to resonance lines with
index k, see Table I. A derivation of Eq. ~28! is given in the
Appendix. Using the data from Table I we found Pmin ~mini-
mum ion loss! for r/R50.523. The corresponding new
magic number is hs51.10. Comparing the ion loss Pmin of
this design, i.e., hs51.10, and the ion loss P0 of the tradi-
tional setting, h151.1451, we found a ratio of ion losses of
Pmin /P0’0.6. Thus, with a QMF design which balances the
A6z6 and A10z10 multipole terms, i.e., with hs51.10, a fur-
ther substantial improvement in QMF sensitivity ~’40%!
can be achieved.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our result not only emphasises that a considerable in-
crease in ion yield can be achieved by proper design param-
eter adjustments, it also shows that tuning the magic number
to eliminate one individual multipole term does not provide
operational improvements of technological significance. Our
suggested approach may thus result in superior device per-
formance. It is worthwhile to mention that Eq. ~28! can also
be used to derive design parameters which will decrease the
affect of some specific resonances in the tip, thus providing
the means to construct or improve a special purpose QMF. In
the following, we present the new scaling rules which will
allow the adjustment of current designs.
The definition of the stability parameters of the ideal








can be transformed to our definition in Eq. ~5! by setting
A251/r0
2
. This enables us to formulate the rescaling relations
ax /ax85qx /qx85A2r0
25A˜ 2~r/R !~12r/R !25k~r/R !.
~30!
The rescaling coefficient k depends only on the magnitude of
the magic number h5r/(R2r). For our new magic number
(hs51.10) we found k50.999. Note that our magic number
is much different from the one ~h151.1451, k51.0028!
commonly referenced.ll Rights Reserved.
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stability diagram are narrow stripes rather than perfect lines
and that the tip of the diagram is a broad spot rather than a
single intercept point. The broadening of the boundaries of
the stability diagram is caused by the cumulation of nonlin-
ear resonances ~Fig. 4!. The width of the individual reso-
nance lines is about dbx’1/jmax’0.005(jmax’200, stan-
dard value taken from Ref. 9!. Our results show that a
considerable improvement in mass detection can be achieved
by balancing the multipole terms to decrease nonlinear reso-
nance effects. This approach is much different from the cur-
rent practice of shifting the QMF operating line somewhat
below the broadened tip point. Ions which are close to the
stability tip are always influenced by resonances and only
due to the finite length of the QMF are passing through the
device. Proper balancing of the multipole terms is required to
increase ion yield, i.e., the overall sensitivity of the QMF.
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APPENDIX
Since in the tip of the stability diagram we have by0, an increase of ion amplitude due to resonances will
occur only in the x direction. To a first order approximation,







In the following, for simplicity, we consider only a single
arbitrary resonance term. The right hand side of Eq. ~A1! can
then be written Q cos(bxj1d), where Q;an21bi2n ~i
56,10, i.e., the order of nonlinearity! and d is a linear func-
tion of initial phases c and d, respectively. In this case we
find that dz15 12Qj sin(j1d). Hereafter we set bx51, by
50 which corresponds to the tip of the stability diagram.
The Hamiltonian of Eq. ~A1! is then
K5 12~z1
21z2
2!2Q cos~j1d!z1 . ~A2!
The intensity of the resonance is ^dh/dj&5^]K/]j&
5 12Qa sin g. Comparing this intensity with Eq. ~24! we can










where n, a1 , and i are the parameters of the resonance line.
The amplitude L (2) due to all resonance terms can be foundCopyright ©2001. Aby integrating over all resonance lines in Eq. ~A3!. Using the
linear transformation, Eq. ~7!, we find the initial amplitudes
in the xy space are x0’ 12a , y0’ 12b , and maximum displace-
ments in xy space are xmax’x01(a/4)(L (2)/a)2, ymax’y0 . In
order to find the critical initial displacement x05xcrit in the x
direction for a given y0 , we solve xmax5Ar022y02 ~ions with
initial displacements of x0.xcrit will be lost!. Since uL (2)u
!a , we find xcrit’Ar022y022(a/4)(L (2)/a)2 ~here we sub-
stitute a’2Ar022y02 and b’2y0!. Now we can calculate the
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where the parameters a6 , a10 , and nk correspond to the
respective resonance lines with index k.
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